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Helena: And it’s actually the best business model you can start at this moment. It’s very easy!

Tom: Yeah, the risk is just a little bit of time, or a little bit of money. It’s not like opening a store at the mall 
where it’s going to be 50,000 €. The only risk is a little bit of time, a little bit money to get started and what, 
where else can you go in life and have that opportunity with such little risk?

Helena: [affirmative] And you can also, really earn a lot of money, with the model, if you work.

Tom: Some people have earned a lot of money, not Everybody. Some people do it as a hobby, they just like 
the product, they like the personal development, they like learning new things, hanging around better 
people. And some people say: “No, no! I want to build a big business”, and that’s okay too. Both are fine! 
We tell people just take out of network marketing what they like.

Helena: And you also said, yeah, you really learn a lot. So, a lot of skills, new skills that can really help you in 
your personal life, not only in business life, yes?

Tom: When I left university, I’d never heard the word goals before. Never heard about rapport, none of 
these things. Personal development wasn’t any part of our curriculum, it was just memorizing numbers and 
science. Totally unprepared for life. So the cool thing about network marketing is if I never got anything 
out of it, it was just a matter of learning all about life, and that we could create our own life, how to have a 
better attitude, how to be more positive, possibilities. That’s pretty exciting! That alone is probably the best 
part of network marketing.

The best business to be in

Helena: So, Tom, what is the future of network marketing? What would you say?

Tom: Well, network marketing is nothing more than recommending and promoting what we like, and that’s 
going to be like forever. It’s in the past, in the present, future. People are going to recommend videos on 
YouTube. They’re going to recommend books to read. They’re going to recommend products they like, 
services. It’s part of the human experience. It’s human nature, we just love, we feel obligated to 
recommend things. So the future is, it’s going to be with us forever.

Helena: But still there are some people who hesitate. So they would like to promote, but they would, they 
don’t want to earn...

Tom: That’s okay!

Helena: ...when they promote.

Tom: Yeah!

Helena: It’s okay?

Tom: Charity work is good...

Helena: Yes!

Tom: ...but, everybody promotes, and I just let people know: “You’re promoting already. You can get paid 
for it if you want or you can continue doing it for free.” And so many people say: “Oh, I’ll continue doing 
it for free.”, and like I say, charity work is good, it makes the world a better place, but everybody’s doing it 
already. It’s just not a matter of convincing them to do it, it’s just a matter of saying you can pick up a check 
or not. That’s it!



Helena: What do you think, what kind of skills are the most important to become a leader? What do you 
have to know?

Tom: Well, leaders, becoming a leader and creating leaders are two different skills. Creating leaders is 
helping people get more out of themselves than they can by themselves. So our job is to help them be 
more than they can be. But becoming a leader, the actual skill there is; changing our viewpoint on how 
we’d look at things. For example, every situation, there’s several different viewpoints. Slovenia plays 
Croatia, one team wins. So let’s say Slovenia wins. Everybody in Slovenia could say: “This is awesome! We 
won!”, or they could also say: “Ah, it’s terrible we won because now they’re going to raise the ticket prices, 
the beer prices. We’ll never get rid of that coach. We need new players.” And if Croatia won, it’s the same 
thing. You can change your viewpoint. What we don’t know when we start is, in every situation there’s one 
or two or three or four, there’s lots of different viewpoints we could take. It’s the viewpoint that we take 
that will determine our life. So let’s just give an example; you’re talking to a customer and you look at that 
customer [inaudible] it doesn’t look like he’s very rich, maybe he’s had a tough time, maybe he’s just... 
maybe, I don’t know, look terrible. And you can take the viewpoint he’s not a very good customer, but 
we don’t know. Maybe they had an auto accident on the way to his job. So it’s how we look at them, that 
they’re going to respond, and we look at them very low, they’’re going to respond not feeling very good 
about us. How we talk to people, how we see things make all the difference in the world.

Helena: So, when you just starting to, to see what, what are the words that sell, and how did you create all 
the stuff you [inaudible] you, you’re writing about? I know this is from experience, yes, but a lot of years of 
experience?

Tom: A lot of bad experience too.

Helena: Of course, yes! Everything good is on, greater than bad, yes? You have to know, how it...

Tom: So what happens is, when we’re out talking to people, you will notice over time that if you say certain 
words, the answer’s always “No!”, and certain words the answer’s always “Yes!” That’s how you ask 
yourself: “So what answer would I like?” If the answer is “Yes!” then were going to say these words, but 
if you want the answer “No!” you’re going to say these words. So just over time, trial and error, we can 
decide which words will work for us, and which ones will work against us. I’ll give you an example; I go to 
a party to get a date. And I go up to the ladies and I say: “How old are you? How much do you weigh? Are 
those your real teeth? Oh, what color do you dye your hair? How much makeup do you need in the 
mornings? Oh, you’re not pregnant?” Choosing those words, I think my odds of getting a date are pretty 
small.

Helena: Yes!

Tom: But if I chose different words, I’d have better chances. So, learning the words of our business is simply 
observation of which words work. Or if you don’t have the time to observe, you know, pick up a book and 
read which ones work and which ones don’t. It’s just that simple!

Helena: And it’s really simple working with people and just see what will, how they will react, yes?

Tom: If you smile and they smile back, you think: “Huh! If I want him to smile, what should I do?” Smile!

Helena: Yes!

Tom: And if you want him to be mad at you, punch him in the nose every time, and that will definitely get a 
certain reaction.

The skills of leadership



Helena: So in fifteen seconds, how would you introduce the network marketing, so somebody like to 
[inaudible]?

Tom: Well my philosophy is...

Helena: Yes!

Tom: ...everybody does it already, as you know. And my philosophy is everybody needs to know they can 
get paid. That’s it! So all we have to let them know is if you can get paid, and tell them that in a way that 
we don’t get rejected or they say: “Oh! it’s a pyramid deal.” So I have a little thing I say to people that don’t 
know about network marketing. I say: “There is a career called network marketing where you can...”, and 
you insert a benefit. And then I say: “Meanwhile...”, that changes the subject, so we’re talking about 
something else, so that if they don’t want to do it, it’s okay, we’re talking about something else already.

An introduction to network marketing

Helena: Why do you love network marketing? Because you are in love with network marketing, yes?

Tom: Yeah, I wouldn’t say in love... We all do it every day...

Helena: Yes!

Tom: ...everybody just does it naturally. I’m just in love with the part that they actually pay you for it. That 
was the coolest thing in the world. I said: “All right! I’m going to do this every day of my life anyway, I’m 
going to recommend what I like, food, whatever. They’re going to pay me for this?” So, it wasn’t rocket 
science, it’s not hard to figure out. “I’m going to do this every day of my life and get paid for it, or not?” 
Paid, I’m all in because this was a whole lot better than, well, I was a terrible employee anyway. So this is 
better than going to work, you know, five days or six days a week that I actually got paid to recommend 
what I like. Oh yeah, that’s awesome!

Helena: But, how long you are now in network marketing? This model, business model?

Tom: 44 years!

Helena: And never... It’s not the end? It will never be?

Tom: I hope not. Yeah! It’s...

Helena: Until, of the end?

Tom: The first two years it took me a while to learn.

Helena: Yes!

Tom: But after the first two years and the rest of my life, I look back and I think: “What if I had shown up 
for work every day and missed all the time with the family, and never taken them anywhere?” And it’s a job 
that I had no patience for moving, I had a job moving paper from this side of the desk to this side. Only got 
a couple of weeks holiday every year. Woke up every morning and I was tired. What if I’d done that over 
the last 40 some years? I would have been pretty miserable. So I appreciate that I found out about network 
marketing at age 23, and I appreciate the fact that, well maybe I was just lucky. It’s just, just totally lucky 
that somebody let me know. But everybody does it already, it’s just a matter of switching on and saying: 
“You know what? I could get paid.”

The love of network marketing



Helena: So where, where do you start the research? How the, what kind of influence the word has? By... Is 
it at, at home, first? My children or...

Tom: Well, you can read them in a book, right? You can ask somebody who’s experienced in it, or your 
upline or your sponsor. But if you’re doing it from scratch, just think about kids. Kids are ultimate learning 
machines. The first thing that happens is they want to learn how to survive. They talk to their parents, say 
the wrong words. Oh, they remember that.

Helena: Yes!

Tom: If they say the right words like: “Would it be okay if I had a lollipop mom?”, and they said: “Yes!”, 
they’d say: “Right, I’m using that one...

Helena: Yes!

Tom: ...over and over and over again”.

Helena: Because it works.

Learning the language

And if they do want to do it they can come back and volunteer. But my obligation is to let people know, not 
to get them to do it. My obligation is to just let them know there’s an option they can collect or not. So I say 
things like: “Did you know? Hey! There’s a career calling network marketing where you can fire your boss 
and work out of your home. If you ever like to know more, I’d be glad to tell you. Meanwhile, let’s have 
another beer.”

Helena: Great!

Tom: Yeah! Or maybe to you I might say: “There’s a career called network marketing, where we could stay 
home with our children and still get a full time check. If you’d ever liked to know about it I’d be glad to tell 
you, but meanwhile let’s go shopping.” And that little way of letting people know, it’s very polite, they can 
make their own choice, but I’ve done my obligation, they can’t come back 50 years later and I say: “You 
never told me!”

Helena: Yeah, this is true! But a lot of people come in this industry and then just quit. Why do you think? 
What are the most, number one mistake they make? Why they don’t succeed? Why do you think?

Tom: Well, I would say just like anything, riding a bike, driving a car, you’re maybe not good at it the first 
day. So, we might not be good at the words we choose the first day. So if I go to the party and let’s say I’m 
representing a vitamin, or let’s say a skincare, right! I can go to the party and just start off by saying, you 
know: “You look pretty ugly, you want to try your skincare it’ll help?” That might not work very well, and I 
might learn to say better words such as: “I’m just curious, you like taking good care of your skin.” The 
difference is huge! Because the words we choose, when people start they don’t bother to learn the words, 
it’s going to be ugly. And if they bother to learn the words, it’s going to be great. It’s just a matter of 
learning them. So I tell people a little change can make all the difference in the world. The example I give 
them is; I’m on a date with a lady and I say to her: “When I look in your eyes, time stands still”, or I could 
say: “Your face would stop a clock”. And the difference in the result is obvious...

Helena: Of course!

Tom: ...and just a couple of words changing can take them from an unsuccessful networker that’s making 
people mad and not collecting a check, just a few words could turn them into a successful networker that’s 
earning a check.



Helena: So, you said you, that you love free time. What do you like to do in your free [inaudible]...

Tom: Travel!

Helena: ...free time?

Tom: Travel!

Helena: Yes?

Tom: Travel! And then I travel.

Helena: Okay! Travel, meeting people?

Tom: And travel.

A travelers life for me!

Helena: So, Tom! How to become a network marketing rockstar?

Tom: I don’t know, it depends on your definition of a rockstar.

Helena: You know...

Tom: When I started it was...

Helena: ...really good when...

Tom: Really good? All I wanted...

Helena: Well, like you are.

Tom: ...when I started was just to not have to show up for work. I just wanted free time. I didn’t even really 
care about the money, I just wanted free time. Then later on, yeah the money came along with it too, which 
was pretty nice, but I just wanted free time. So if you want to say to be like really, really good rockstar, well 
I think you’d might want to stop the trial and error, talk to your sponsor or somebody who’s pretty good at 
it, or read a book, or listen to a CD. Do something like that to learn the words very, very quickly, and then 
you’ll have quicker results. So you can do trial and error if you want to pace yourself, or you can learn from 
somebody else in your company, just better words to say. A quick example is; if somebody sold weight loss 
products, they could say: “Ah! We have this powdered protein with 21 grams of protein and only three 
grams of carbohydrates, and the, the, the, the... Came from a way of a special cow that was on... Still, 
it doesn’t matter.” And another one says: “This product will turn your body into a fat burning machine.” 
Which one’s going to do better?

Helena: Of course!

Tom: And that’s the experience that you can learn on your own, or that’s the experience you can learn from 
others. If you learn from others it’s a little bit quicker. Both work, it just depends how much in a hurry you 
are.

Becoming a rockstar

Tom: Yeah, because it works. So just simple observation makes it easy.



Helena: And travel!

Tom: Yeah! I just love to keep circling the world, you know, five or six times a year, visiting all my friends, it’s 
great!

Helena: Yes! And have [inaudible] friends all over the world, yes? Also here in Ljubljana, in Slovenia?

Tom: Yeah! So wherever I go, people say: “Well, as long as you’re here, want to share a few words?” And 
everywhere I go I learn new words, practice them, try them out, see which works, what doesn’t. I just pass 
on to others. It’s not like I have a monopoly on the words. All the words that I learned at work, I pass on to 
others as quick as I can.

Helena: So, do you, do you know any Slovenian words...

Tom: No!

Helena: ...yet?

Tom: I’m horrible at Slovenian. Let me see, my vocabulary is zero, and I’ve known [crosstalk].

Helena: So your an honest person also?

Tom: I’ve done [inaudible] for a little over 20 years. I guess I haven’t learned any.

Helena: You would like to?

Tom: I’m still working on English.

Helena: Okay! So Tom, thank you very much...

Tom: Alright!

Helena: ...and we wish you everything the best in your life, every day.

Tom: And I guess I should learn how to say is: “Thank you!” in Slovenian. That’ll be the next.

Helena: “Hvala!” It’s “hvala!”

Tom: [inaudible]?

Helena: Hvala!

Tom: All right! Give me an easier one.

Helena: Thank you!

Tom: Thank you very much!

Helena: Thank you!
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I am devoting my life to my family, and helping others to become
Warriors for a better present and future.
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